Direct Mail Still Strong,
Especially With Women
AFP ewire – Jan. 29, 2007
Despite the rise of website, email and other electronically based
advertisements, printed direct mail marketing pieces are still widely
read, especially by women ages 25 to 44, according to a new survey.
Eighty-five percent of women ages 25 to 44 who have email said they
read printed direct mail pieces in 2006, compared to just 53 percent who
read email advertisements. The percentage of young women who read
email advertisements did not change from 2005, when 54 percent
indicated they viewed this type of marketing.
The study, Vertis Communications’ 2007 Customer Focus: Direct Mail,
also found that exclusive deals, coupons and other offers could
significantly increase the effectiveness of direct-mail campaigns if
offered to targeted individuals.

Younger individuals said they prefer follow-up emails. While 45 percent
of all respondents were open to receiving personalized emails, 52 percent
of men ages 25 to 34 and 56 percent of women the same ages said that
receiving this type of email is appropriate for follow-up communications.
Text messaging has gained some popularity with young men. Twenty-three
percent of men ages 18 to 24 desired follow-up communications via text
message, but only 5 percent of women the same ages said the same.

Direct Mail vs. Electronic Communications
Fifty-seven percent of women ages 35 to 64 said they prefer follow-up
communications from organizations they’re interested in to come via
personalized direct mail. In contrast, 38 percent of men ages 35 to 49
preferred generic direct mail follow-up when contacted by a company.

Hispanics are increasingly responding to direct mail marketing, up from
38 percent in 2003 to 54 percent in 2006.
About the Survey: The survey was commissioned by Baltimore-based Vertis Communications
and conducted by the research firm Marshall Marketing & Communications Inc. More than 2,500
adults were surveyed over the phone in August and September 2006.

Simple Solutions...from page 1
6. DESIGN YOUR DM PACKAGE SO THAT ALL
COMPONENTS CAN BE PROCESSED BY MACHINE:
Avoid undersized/oversized envelopes, thick, out-of-spec brochures
and leave sufficient clearance for machine inserting.
7. SEGMENT YOUR FILE TO TARGET SPECIFIC
AUDIENCE GROUPS:
Differentiate response value of customer/donor/prospects to
determine # of mailings, package contents, personalization and
postage types appropriate for specific record groups.
8. PLAN IN ADVANCE TO ELIMINATE COSTLY MISTAKES:
Avoid rush production charges, material shortages, changes to copy
or design after proof approval, extra postage costs due to weight or
design factors.
9. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF VENDOR RELATIONSHIPS:
Obtain advice from experienced DM vendors prior to project
implementation to discuss ways to lower production costs.
10. CONSIDER OTHER WAYS TO SAVE ON POSTAGE:
Use non-profit postage for less important mailings.
Use courtesy reply envelopes instead of BREs in low-end packages.
Design packages to meet USPS requirements for letter size mail.
THE BEST WAYS TO INCREASE DIRECT MAIL INCOME
(Improve Response Rate / Raise Average Gift Size)
1. SEGMENT YOUR UNIVERSE OF DONORS AND
PROSPECTS:
Use your resources wisely. Mail sparingly to non-productive
segments.
Tailor your solicitation using different messages.

3. BE PERSISTENT IN DONOR APPEALS:
Send a series of appeals to donors.
Do multiple solicitations for different appeals.
4. DEVELOP STRONG LETTER COPY:
Cover the bases: write emotional stories, address your specific
needs, reference last gift, upgrade donors, ask for a reasonable
initial gift.
5. SELECTIVE USE OF FIRST CLASS POSTAGE:
Limit to major and frequent donors, current donors (once a year).
Used with an endorsement, 1st class can be used selectively to identify old or invalid addresses that may escape other cleansing efforts.
6. MAIL AT BEST TIMES FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION
7. PUT TOGETHER A COMPLETE FUNDRAISING PACKAGE:
Include all key elements: letter, reply slip, envelope, reply envelope.
8. IMPROVE YOUR OFFER/BENEFITS – INVOLVE YOUR
AUDIENCE:
Offer free information, premiums, leadership gift club membership.
Use surveys, check off boxes, action devices.
9. SELECTIVE TESTING OF IMPORTANT ELEMENTS OF
YOUR APPEALS:
Learn something from your efforts, so you can improve on future
results.
Test letter copy theme, postage, enclosures, level of gift ask.
10. ANALYZE RESPONSES FROM APPEALS:
Review your results for each mailing; evaluate within donor and
non-donor groups using cost/$ raised and cost/donor acquired.
Would you like to receive reprints of these articles or of the newsletter?

2. USE PERSONALIZATION IN ALL DONOR AND SELECTED
PROSPECT APPEALS:
Use gift history, location and any other pertinent information you have.

Go to www.drsol.org/free_proposal.htm Check next to the right of “Newsletter” to request
Donor Dynamics or type in “article reprint” and include the title in the comments block.

8 in 10 Give to
Charity, but Average
Giving Down
AFP eWire – Jan. 22, 2007
Eighty-three percent of Americans gave to
charity in 2006, but the average annual
contribution among those making gifts fell
from $1,352 in 2005 to $1,220, according to
a new Wall Street Journal Online/Harris
Interactive Personal Finance Poll.
Religious (35%), hunger/food (34%) and
health-based/disease-related (31%)
organizations were the most likely recipients of
contributions in 2006. Disaster relief charities
experienced a significant decrease in
contribution rates—49% in 2005 vs. 27% in
2006. In contrast, homeless, health-based,
hunger and animal charities witnessed an
increase in contributions over the past 12
months.
Retirees were more likely to give to charity than
other groups (90%), and the most popular recipients of their support were religious groups

(47%) and disaster relief (34%). Respondents in
the 18-to-34 age group gave slightly less in
2006, but their giving to hunger and healthbased charities each increased by 10%.

I feel pressured to contribute at fundraisers
or other events: 2%
Other: 7%
Not sure: 1%

Reasons for Giving
The survey asked respondents to choose their
top three motivations for giving in 2006. The
most popular reason for giving was belief in a
cause and that contributing was the right thing
to do. The second most common reason for
respondents, was belief that their contributions
would make an impact.
I believe in the cause (or I feel it’s the right
thing to do): 76%
I believe my contribution will make an
impact: 52%
I have faith that the money is being used in
the way I would like: 42%
I know someone who is personally affected or
who will be a beneficiary of the charitable
donation: 28%
I can get a tax write-off: 15%
I know someone who is raising money for the
cause: 13%
My employer encourages me to contribute:
6%
There is a lot of media attention about the
issue: 2%

Even among those making more than $75,000
annually, tax write-offs were selected by only
26% of respondents.
Non-traditional Means of Giving Still Unused
Only 8% of respondents reported utilizing a
donor-advised fund, while just 4% have a made
a bequest to a charity in their wills and 3% have
made a charitable contribution either as an
endowment or through a gift of stock. The
survey attributes this low response rate to a
general lack of awareness among the public
about different ways to give to charity.
Slightly more than one quarter (27%) said they
had made a gift to charity in someone else’s
name, while 14% indicated that someone had
made a gift on their behalf. Another 7% said
their employers had made a charitable donation
on their behalf.
About the Survey: The survey was conducted online within
the United States between Dec. 4–6, 2006, among 2,939
individuals age 18 and over. Statistics for age, sex, race/
ethnicity, education, region and household income were
weighted where necessary to align them with the actual
proportions in the U.S. population.

Things to think about...
“Why is my renewal rate declining among current donors?”
Last issue, we discussed the importance of defining your segments correctly and managing
your expectations accordingly. This issue, let’s focus on program strategy…
Direct Response Solutions
672 Crescent St.
Brockton, MA 02302
www.drsol.org

DRS builds and invigorates direct re s p o n s e
fundraising programs. Strategies are
built from performance-based analytics,
engaged by imaginative branding, design,
and copy writing; and fulfilled with
superior data and mail processing.
For more information on Donor
Dynamics™ articles or direct mail
fundraising in general, please contact:

Are you seeking renewals using the same/similar marketing technique
that you used to obtain the first (or last) gift?
The manner of achieving the previous gift provides the
only dependable clue on how best to renew that support.
Gifts obtained by phone are difficult to renew by mail.
Similarly, direct mail premium “donors” are tough to
renew without another premium.

Have you been soliciting regular renewals?
The longer the period between gifts, the higher the lapsing rate. The best way to maintain a donor relationship is
to keep it fresh! The longer you wait to renew a gift, the
less likely you’ll be successful!

Mark Jacobson
508/313-1032
mjacobson@drsol.org

Are you seeking renewals using the
same/similar message?

Marcia Scowcroft
508/313-1056
mscowcroft@drsol.org

A key feature of understanding donor need is to be
knowledgeable about the specifics of why a donor chooses to support your cause.
For instance, a hospital donor may be fully engaged in a cardiology program, but have little
interest in the new birthing center.
A program strategy that reacts appropriately to donor needs and donor patterns will put you in
the best position to improve upon your renewal rate.

